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------ International Women in Engineering Day – June 23
● Elizabeth Bragg, was the first

●
●

female recipient of an
engineering degree when she
earned a bachelor’s degree in
civil engineering from the
University of Berkeley (1876)
Ada Lovelace collaborated with
Charles Baggage to design the
first computer program
Rita de Morais Sarmento was
the first woman in Europe to
earn a civil engineering of
public works with distinctions
(1894)

Celebrate the day by:
● Learning about women engineers
and inventors- discover hidden
achievements and stories
● Acknowledge overlooked
achievements
● Create awareness and promote
equity – check out UD Men for
Gender Equity; become an Equity
Ally or Equity Advocate!
● Read the UD Men for Gender
Equity Newsletter

Source: https://nationaltoday.com/women-in-engineering-day/
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Help us celebrate
International Women in
Engineering Day by
learning about how
influential women have
been on the Engineering
field and some leading
women in the profession
today! Here are some
leading women in
Engineering at UD!

Girl
Power!!
-

I

---

Amazing Women Staff in the School of Engineering

We thank everyone
(pictured and not
pictured) for your
amazing contributions
to engineering and
everyone in the school.
You make engineering
happen!

Kelly Bohrer

Michelle Strunks

Colleen Bretland

Daisy Aspiras

Penny Timmer

Amanda Duritsch

Nina Singer

Standing from left to right: Nan Holler-Potter, Judy Grant, Dana
Tobias, Sherry Alexander, Amber Rockey, Mary Ann Dodaro, Nancy
Striebich, Rachael Kiplinger, Marie Gaeke, Margie Pinnell, Edna
Hickey
Seated from left to right: Brenda Clawson-Flannagan, Ghada
Abourjeili, Libby Lopresti, Jessica Hinders

------ Amazing Women Staff in the School of Engineering

Julieta Phillips

Lindsey Temple

Shawnee Breitenstein

Rachel Robinson

Ting Li

Liz Mancini

Mary Harbach

Karen Updyke

Maria Brausch

Lisa Witt

Joan Barker

Andrea Peterson

Amazing School of Engineering Women Faculty
--We thank
everyone
(pictured and
not pictured)
for your
amazing
contributions
to engineering
and everyone
in the school.
You make
engineering
happen!

Denise Taylor

Miranda Van Iersel

Kim Bigelow

Amy Ciric

Cori Mowrey

Becky Blust

Erin Gibbemeyer

Allison Kinney

Kristen Krupa

Soubantika Palchoudhury

Megan Reissman

Amy Niehard-Doll

Kellie Schneider

------ Elizabeth Hart
Elizabeth Hart graduated from
the University of Dayton with a
degree in chemical engineering,
earning both her bachelor’s and
master’s degrees at UD! She now
works in the Office of the Dean of
the School of Engineering at UD.
Hart is also the director of the
Women in Engineering Program
and the Women in Science and
Engineering (WISE) living learning
community.

----

Margie Pinnell
Dr. Margaret Pinnell is a Professor in the
Department of Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering at the University
of Dayton and the Interim Dean in the
School of Engineering. Additionally, she is
the Schmidt Chair in Engineering
Leadership. She is a professor with the
Department of Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering and the
Bernhard Schmidt Chair in Engineering
Leadership. She received her bachelor’s,
master’s, and Ph.D. from UD in
mechanical engineering. Dr. Pinnell was
the recipient of the University’s 2018
Lackner Award and a 2019 Women of UD
Honoree.

------ Julie Motz
Julie Motz graduated from the
University of Dayton in 1993 with
her bachelor’s degree in
electrical engineering. She
works now as a senior lab
manager in Dayton’s School of
Engineering: Department of
Electrical and Computer
Engineering. She also was one
of the School’s 2021 Vision
Award winners.

------ Kenya Crosson

Dr. Kenya Crosson is an associate professor in the
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
and Engineering Mechanics. She has a joint
appointment with the Bioengineering Graduate
Program. For three years, she served as the LTC
Faculty Development Fellow for Diversity and
Inclusion. Dr. Crosson’s accolades include receiving a
SOCHE faculty award for service as a faculty member
and being recognized with a proclamation by the
Office of Multicultural Affairs. She received the Ohio
section of the American Water Works Association
award for the best research presentation in Ohio and
participated in a KEEN cohort to learn more about
teaching methods for inclusive classrooms and
climate. She recently completed the 2021-2022
Executive Leadership in Academic Technology,
Engineering and Science program sponsored by
Drexel University.

------ Laura Bistrek

Laura Bistrek graduated from the
University of Dayton in 1997 with her
degree in civil engineering. Today, she
serves as the executive director of the
Diversity in Engineering Center at UD.
Outside of UD, she serves on the board
of directors for the national organization
WEPAN: Women in Engineering
ProActive Network. In 2017, she was the
recipient of the School’s Vision Award for
Excellence in Community for
her diversity and inclusion leadership
and involvement with the Multi-Ethnic
Engineers Program, the Women
Engineering Program. In 2020, Laura
was recognized as a Women of UD
Honoree!

------ Gerica Brown

Dr. Gerica Brown is the director of the
Multi- Ethnic Engineers Program in the
School of Engineering at the University of
Dayton. She was a 2021 Women of UD
Honoree and was commemorated for
her hard work, dedication and tenacity.
Dr. Brown has worked in the Diversity in
Engineering Center in pursuit of diversity,
equity and inclusion within UD. Brown
also advises for the University chapters of
the National Societies of Black Engineers
and the Society of Hispanic Engineers. In
December 2021, she earned a doctorate
in educational leadership, and she is the
first person in her family to graduate
from college with a degree in
engineering and a Ph.D.!

UD Society of Women Engineers and Women of
----- UD Engineering Student Honorees. . .
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Providing resources and
opportunities for women
engineers

Sama Ahmed
MEE student,
2022 Women of UD Honoree

Marie Dock
2022 CEE graduate
2022 Women of UD Honoree
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------ Adah Almutairi
-

-

-

-

Almutairi has been named one of
Forbes top ten most influential female
engineers in the world
She is a scholar of Science and
Engineering, inventor and an
entrepreneur
She is a professor of Pharmaceutical
Chemistry and the director of the
Center of Excellence in Nanomedicine
and Engineering in the institute of
Engineering in Medicine at the
University of California.
Her work reflects this and focuses on
nanomedicine, nanotechnology
chemistry and polymer science

------ Rose Amal

-------

- Amal is a chemical engineer who
is currently serving as the director
of the Particles and Catalysis
Research Group at the University
of New South Wales, Australia.
- From 2012 to 2015, she was
named in the Engineers Australia
list of Australia's Top 100 Most
Influential Engineers and in 2014,
she became the first female
engineer to be elected into the
Australian Academy of Science.

------ Leslie Dewan
-

-

Dewan is an American nuclear
engineer and was the cofounder and chief executive
officer of Transatomic Power.
She is also a member of the
board of MIT and was named a
Young Global Leader by the
World Economic Forum.

------ Anousheh Ansari
-

-

Ansari is an Iranian American
engineer and co-founder and
chairwoman of Prodea
Systems. She is also the cofounder and CEO of Telecom
Technologies Inc.
In 2006, she was the first
Iranian in space and was the
first self-funded woman to fly
in the International Space
Station.

-UD’s contribution to young women interested in
--- STEM
…

Encouraging girls from a
young age in school to
participate in STEM classes
and activities is imperative to
the growth and continuation
of the percentage of women
increasing in STEM fields– A
great opportunity that UD
offers is the Girls Creating with
STEAM camp!

Thank You!

